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	If you are a designer who knows HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, you can easily learn how to make native iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad apps—and distribute them worldwide via the App Store.
	
	When combined with an Objective-C framework, web standards can be used to format and style content for iOS, using native controls and behaviors for an authentic Apple user experience.
	 
	The Web Designer’s Guide to iOS Apps shows how to create apps using NimbleKit, the Objective-C framework featured on the Apple Development Tools web site. With it you’ll learn how to:

	
		Download and install the free software for creating iOS apps


	
		Use Xcode to manage project assets, test apps, and package binary files


	
		Implement standard iOS elements and behaviors for familiar Apple mobile user experiences


	
		Enhance your app designs with HTML5 and CSS3


	
		Build a foundation for designing web apps that can be delivered to other smartphones and mobile devices
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Electromagnetic Modeling of Composite Metallic and Dielectric StructuresArtech House Publishers, 2002
This practical new resource provides you with a much wider choice of analytical solutions to the everyday problems you encounter in electromagnetic modeling. The book enables you to use cutting-edge method-of-moments procedures, with new theories and techniques that help you optimize computer performance in numerical analysis of composite metallic...
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Thank God It's Monday!: How to Create a Workplace You and Your Customers LoveFT Press, 2009

	Today-s #1 Secret of Profitability and Performance 


	-Thank God Roxanne is willing to share her special mix of motivation and proven methods to supercharge your workplace. Readers will move from -Thank God It-s Monday- to -I Wish Every Day Could Be Monday.--


	Harvey Mackay, author of the New York Times #1...
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The C# Programming LanguageAddison Wesley, 2003
C# is a simple, modern, object-oriented, and type-safe programming language that combines the high productivity of rapid application development languages with the raw power of C and C++. Written by the language's architect and design team members, The C# Programming Language is the definitive...
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Beginning HTML and CSSWrox Press, 2013

	Everything you need to build websites with the newest versions of HTML and CSS


	If you develop websites, you know that the goal posts keep moving, especially now that your website must work on not only traditional desktops, but also on an ever-changing range of smartphones and tablets. This step-by-step book efficiently...
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Unity Game Development BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Explore the various enticing features of Unity and learn how to develop awesome games


	About This Book

	
		Create a wide variety of projects with Unity in multiple genres and formats
	
		Complete art assets with clear step-by-step examples and instructions to complete all tasks using Unity, C#,...
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Building Embedded Linux SystemsO'Reilly, 2003
Building Embedded Linux Systems shows you how to design and build your own embedded systems using Linux® as the kernel and freely available open source tools as the framework.  Written by an active member of the open source community, the book is structured to gradually introduce readers to the intricacies of...
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